**Venue Entry Conditions**

### Permitted Items
- Max 350ml commercially sealed liquid
- Max 250ml aerosols & gels
- Max bag 40cm x 40cm (To fit under seat)
- Medicine
- Baby food
- Non-commercial food for personal consumption
- Empty, transparent, plastic bottles

*Prohibited items are not allowed to be taken into a venue. For the complete list of entry conditions please see: https://www.gc2018.com/venue-entry-conditions*

### Prohibited Items
- No large bags or hard sided bags of any size
- No alcohol
- No remote control devices
- No part filled containers
- No glass or metal containers
- No bikes/skateboards or scooters
- No weapons

*Prohibited items are not allowed to be taken into a venue. For the complete list of entry conditions please see: https://www.gc2018.com/venue-entry-conditions*

### Restricted Items
- Umbrellas
- Musical instruments
- Strollers (must be stored)
- Selfie sticks

*Restricted items may be taken into a venue but may not be used in a way that negatively impacts on the safety, security and comfort of others. For the complete list of entry conditions please see: https://www.gc2018.com/venue-entry-conditions*

### Prohibited Activities
- No smoking
- No commercial and flash photography

### Restricted Activities
- Filming
- Photography